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6. Do you have anything new on U.S. plans for additional assita.nc e to
Indochina;? Has the U.S. approached the PRC and the Soviet Union to
restraL.'l their flow of weapons to Hanoi? Do you have any cow..rnent on the
\V ashington Post Editorial which called on President Thieu to fulfill the
Paris accords/
GUDANCE:

t have nothing more to give you today on the subject

of U.S. assistance to South Vietnam beyond what I said yesterday.
With regard to approaches to the PRC and the USSR, I axn not
in a position to

co~ent

on the details of our exchanges with

other nations, however, I can assure you that the need for peace
in Southeast Asia is always high on the agenda in the President's
contacts with world leaders.
I would also point out '!:hat on several occasions the
South Vietnamese government has proposed full implementation
of the Paris accords, including elections,

I would remind

you that on the 21st of November, President Thieu called
for a resumption of the talks with the other side to work
out the implementation of the political provisions
agreement.

cf.

the

Unfortunately, the Communist side chose to

increase its military actions rather than return to the
conference tablies in Paris and Saigon.
(Refer details on this subject to State). -FYI: . If asked about repo_rts the U.S. is making emergency
shipments from Thailand to South Vietnam, reier questions to DOD.
DOD will say that shipments from Thailand are routine shipments of
am.munition destined for Cambodia.

3.

News reports from Japan indicate that the U.S. carrier Midway has
sailed from Yokosuka possibly towards Vietnam.. Do you have any
comment on this?

;/;o/75

Guidance: Any comment on ship mo\rements would come from the
Pentagon.

FYI: Despite the fact that an unguided Duty Officer told AP
this morninO' that the Midway was not going to Vietnam# the
Pentagon will return to the official policy of not d1scussmg
the destination of U.S. fleet movements. End FYI.
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1.

Yesterday the State-Department released a diplomatic note deploring
Vietnam peace· agreement.,l That note
said ''the DRV""musf"aec'ept the full consequences of its action. 11 What
d:> es that sentence ~an? wp.a.t..wilhthe:r:;U. S.o: do if Hanoi continue~ its
violations.:f
GUIDANCE:
I have nothing to add from..here with regard
to the wording of that diplomatic note, or to what .Am.b.
Anderson said about it in his press briefing. I will not .
speculate from here on what the U.S. 4-would do in the event
of continued North Vietnamese violations, or in the event of
a massive North Vietnamese offensive again_st South Vietnam.
Any U.S. action would, of course, be fully in accordance with
our Conl:jti tutional processes.
Hanoi!::~i.n:.crea&ed:violati:On•oi. the

FYI: Current U.S. law does not forbid U.S. military action
in Vietnam, but it. does require Congressional approval before
any military ·action can be taken. End FYI.
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1. Yesterday the State Department released a diplomatic note deploring
Hanoi's increased violations of the Vietnam peace agreement. That note
said 11 the DRV must accept the full consequences of its action. 11 What
cb es that sentence mean? What will the U.S. do if Hanoi continues its
violations?
GUIDANCE:
I have nothing to add frt>m here with regard
to the wording of that diplomatic note, or to what Am.b.
Anderson said about it in his press briefing. I will not
speculate from here on what the U.S. would do in the event
of continued North Vietnamese violations, or in the event of
a massive North Vietnamese offensive against South Vietnam .
.A..YJ.y U.S. action would, of course, be fully in accordance with
our Constitutional processes.

/;/v;75

FYI: Current U.S. law does not forbid U.S. military a~tion
in Vietnam, but it does require Congressional approval before
any military· action can be taken~ End FYI.
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3.

Can you confirm

th~ New York Times

~-·-=-::.::.

report that the United ·

I ~t r~:tp~:is cp~~~~t~!c~~d~raissance ove:r: North Vietnam~ violation 'of
rf/-J! )C::::

.
GUIDANCE:

.

.

We do not comment on the subject of

reconnaissance.

If il sked fqr ~\lr. ,inte!_E!etatio_n __Qj_t~aci1F:A-e~
regarding reconnais_s.a.n.~~ ycru" ·stio't.t<r tefe:t: qtt~s
to S,;:l~·· del~ition of this subject. End FYI.
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2.

Can you confirm the New York Times repi)rt that the United States is
conducting reconnaissance over North Vietnam in violation of the Paris
Peace Accords?
Guidance: We do not comment on the subject of reconnaissance.
FYI: If asked for our interpretation of the Paris Accords regarding reconnaissance, you should refer questioners to State for a
definition of this subject. End FYI.
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3. Do you have anything more to tell us concerning U.S. reconnaissance
over North Vietnam.?
...
GUIDA.t."\.JCE:
I have nothing to say on the subject of reconnaissance.
I simply will not discuss reconnaissance activities froo:n here.
FYI: You can point out that Amb. Anderson discussed the subject
on Tuesday at the State Department, as did Secretary Schlesinger
in his Tuesday press conference. Neither confirmed U.S. reconnaissance, but each pointed out that Hanoi cannot selectively and
unilaterally violate the Paris peace agreement.

.....,

6.
If asked, for comment on today's anniversary, you should draw
from the following in a low-key and informal manner:

TEXT: I have no particular statement or cormnent to offer.
But on this second anniversary, we would note with regret that
instead of an atmosphere of peace and political competition in
South Vietnam as envisaged by the agreement today is marked
by an escalation of North Vietnamese :rpilitary actions against
the South in violation of the 1973 agreement.
I would also reaffirm that the U.S. Government intends to continue
to work in support of the purposes and objectives of the agreement
and for full compliance by all parties. To this end we will continue
to provide South Vietnam with the means to defend itself against
aggression from the North. We will also continue to support the
calls of South Vietnam for a resumption of negotiations with the
Communist side.
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3. Do you have any reaction to South Vietnamese Gov-ernment seizures
1
9,f oyp.Q§ition news&?apers and the jailing of their ectn'ors and r·;porters
How can the U.S. justify aid to Thieu in the facedof such dictatorial
actions?

?

GUIDANCE: We do not yet have ful~./details on what prompted
this action in Saigon. I would prej~r to reserve judgment until
we have all the facts.
//
I think, however, it is important we take into account the
wartime circumstances of the South Vietnamese society in which
these actions took place. Historically, virtually all countries
have imposed some aegree of controls during such difficult periods.
Nevertheless, I think it is also important to note that in Saigon the
Viet Gong is permitted to hold a completely open press conference
each week. Not many countries being attacked by foreign forces
give thei spokesmen for those forces free press platforms.
I think we should also recognize that far more dissent occurs
in South Vietnam than would be permitted in any dictatorship.
South Vietnam certainly has more freedom of all kind than it would have
under Communist rule.
With regard to tieing u. S. assistance to South Vietnamese
political• actions~ I would, simply point out that .American assistance
is provided to help the South Vietnamese defend themselves and
the freedom they are fighting for today. To stop our aid would
guarantee the South Vietnamese people the loss of their freedoms
and a victory by Hanoi. I would also point out that when such
actions have occured in the past, we have pointed out that the
South Vietnamese Government is fully aware of the importance
the U.S. attaches to freedom of the press.

3. Do you have any reaction to South Vietnamese Government seizures
of opposition newspapers and the jailing of their editors and reporters?
How can the U.S. justify aid to Thieu in the face of such dictatorial
actions?
GUIDANCE: We do not yet have full details on what prompted
this action in Saigon. I would prefer to reserve judgment until
we have all the facts.
I think, however, it is important we take into account the
wartime circumstances of the South Vietnamese society in which
these actions took place. Historically, virtually all countries
have imposed some degree of controls during such difficult periods.
Nevertheless, I think it is also important to note that in Saigon the
Viet Gong is permitted to hold a completely open press conference
each week. Not many countries being attacked by foreign forces
give the
spokesmen for those forces free press platforms.
I think we should also recognize that.far more dissent occurs
in South Vietnam than would be permitted in any dictatorship.
South Vietnam certainly has more freedom of all kind than it would have
under Communist rule.
With regard to tieing U.S. assistance to South Vietnamese
political actions, I would simply point out that American assistance
is provided to help the South Vietnamese defend themselves and
the freedom they are fighting for today. To stop our aid would
guarantee the South Vietnamese people the loss of their freedoms
and a victory by Hanoi. I would also point out that when such
actions have occured in the past, we have pointed out that the
South Vietnamese Government is fully aware of the importance
the U.S. attaches to freedom of the press.
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2.

Can you shed any light on a UPI report that U.S. military teams are
being shuttled in and out of Saigon in possible violation of the Vietnam
peace accords?
Guidance: It is my understanding that teams of technical specialists
do go to Saigon from time to time to ensure good management of
the U.S. military. assistance supply program. There is no
violation of the peace accords involved and I suggest you check
with DOD for details on these operations.
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4. Can you shed any light on reports that the President is sending
a delegation of Congressmen to Vietnam? Why is he doing this?
G UID.ANCE: In his meeting with the Congressional Leadership
last week~ the President invited Congress to send a delegation
to Indochina to make its own assessment of U.S. responsibilities
there and to report to the President and the American people on
their findings. We are now working with Congress to form this
delegation, which we expect to visit Vietnam sometime in the
next two weeks. ·A number ,of Congressmen and Senators have
already agreed to join the delegation, but I would prefer to wait
until the formation o£ the delegation is completed before announcing
the details.
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GUIDANCE:
This offensive isS,mply one more indication
of the true nature and intentions of the North Vietnamese;
their actions constitute a blatant violation of the Paris
Agreement, The President, as you know, has already
requested $300 Million to help the South Vietnamese __
defend themselves and repel these repeated attacks which
threaten their very survivial. Naturally, the President
is very anxious to have the Congress pass the legislation
that will give the South Vietnamese the assistance they
urgently need.

.-

FYI ONLY: There is .!!:.2. confirmation, at this time,
that the plane that crashed in South Vietnam was
- .
actually shot down. We are watching the reports. END FYI.
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A

Well, I think that Israel has to be the

judge of what it considers an adequate arrangement.
that is not for me to say at this moment.

And

It stands to

reason that a settlement is not possible until both sides
are satisfied with
a democracy, any

it~

It is also clear that,Israel

~greement

bei~g

that is made must have visible

parts that can be presented to· the Israeli domestic opinion
and to the Israeli

Parliament~

What combination of direct and. indirect assurances·.
will be given must be left· to the process of

n~gotiation.

But it_ goes without saying that any settlement to have any
meaning must be acceptable to both parties.
0

Mr. Secretary, I would

li~e

to take you back

for a ....
moment to ·the Vie~..,.Nam problem and the grave doubts
that you referred to.

You seem to be saying that it is
..

'·

more important for the United States to en.joy credibility·
abroad than to have credibility at horne.
··A

No.

I'm saying that the security_ of the

United States and the security of the many countries in the
world .that depe,nd on the United States is a matter ·of the
..gravest importance_ to the American people as well.
theref~re,

however

And I,

believe. tha~_however painful the discussions,

a~guished

the experiences, that the American people
I

I#

•'
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over a period of time will

rec~gnize

that this distinction

cannot be made.

am as subject to the correspondence as many of

I

. the members of the

Co~gress.

It is my belief that-those

who are responsible for national policy are accountable not
only for the moment but for how it will look several years
from now.

And three to five years from now when the

consequences are apparent I believe that there will be no
di::~tion between.,credibility at home and credibility

{

Q
~emarks

·Mr. Secretary, in a series of uncomplimentary

.
about you by former associates of President Nixon,

how do you account for these comments?

a concerted effort?

Do you think it's

And what's your reaction to what Mr.

~-

..

.,

___ __ -.

Safire and Mr • Colson have been saying about you?
A

Well, I -think the two individuals you

.

.

mentioned represent different phenomena.
·it
I

~s

a concerted effort.

And.in the case of one of them

don't believe that what is

(La~ghter)

.

Q

bei~g

bei~g

different from what was

don't believe

I

said today is any

said when we· were colleagues.

----------

Mr. Secretary, 'when in Geneva you talked with
:

,·

You talked about the Europe-an
' .
. 1

I
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we bei?g asked to vacate Torrejon?
with the

u.s.
A

And how do we stand

base in the Azores?
· Well, these negotiations are conducted, as

you know,.by the new Assistant Secretary for Co?gressional
_Liaison!

We have not been asked to vacate any of the

Spanish bases.

..And,

at least premature.

therefore, this report seems to us
In fact,··it seems to us inaccurate.

The discussion has concerned mostly what sort of security
assurances the United States might give Spain in return fof
the continuation of its

b~ses

in Spain.

With respect to the Azores, we have not been
.
asked to vacate the base in the Azores. The agreement has
not yet been renewed, but under the ~greement we can
'
maintain our base there until a new agreement
has been made

or it is clear that nq agreement can be made.
Q

could 1 just follow that up?

The security

arrangements that Spain is asking
of thing that you mean other co\mtries will begin to.doubt·
if an American decision lets Viet-Nam and Cambodia go. down

--

the tube?
A

.

I was talking about the general ability of

other countries-to rely on the word of the United States
or on the ability of-the United States to bring about the

*.- (Ambassador
Robert McCloskey,
for·congressional Relations)

Assistant 1Secretary of State
-

26

the security of those countries that rely on it.
serious consequences.

This has

I know it is fashionable to sneer

at the word "domino theory."

I think this is a very grave

matter on which serious people have had a divided opinion.
And we've been torn apart by the Viet-Nam War long

eno~gh •

But I do not believe we can escape this problem by

assumi~g

..

the responsibility of condemning those who have dealt with

~ain

destruction.

The answer to your question is,yes,this is one
of the things.
Q

But I was talking of a more. general problem.
More specifically, the coentry that's most

often discussed in the context of American security is
Israel.

Do you think Israel perhaps is exempt from-this

problem because of support in Congress?
-~-

A

I do not think it is appropriate for me to

go around the. world

aski~g

which countries would be

particularly threatened by this attitude •. I would say that
·the questions that a.re now bei!l-9 asked can ,be applied to
almost any country as far as terminal date is concerned,
as far as the end process is concerr}ed .. - I- do not want to
apply it to any -particular
colintry.
.
--·-----'

·~

And it is, of course,

'

- clear that there has been a special relationship between
Israel· and the United States that can withstand strains
.
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5. HaBiSiilla~t-iraag'~rqp~~~Cfff&itl" 
tocindoezbina'q
GUIDANCE: Sec. Kissinger has stated his position publicly
and repeatedly on the gravity of the situation in Cambodia and
Vietnam and the respmsibilities-that America has with r~egard
to those countries. I would refer you to his press conference
of February 25.. (,L,~d.~-..../?
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4.

Last night the President was asked why the U. S. could not develop
a policy of detente with Indochina when we are actively pursuing such
a po~cy with.thS PRC and the USSR,. ·Could you eXpand upon his
· · · ···
statement:: for us?

Q. ·

GUIDANCE:
The President was making a distinction .
betw-een our. d~sire to workwith ·other gover:m:nents whose _
. ideologie-s ana philosophies we do not share·from those';. c;,
forces who commit acts o£ overt aggression: against· the·:
sovereign right to self determination of other governments,. . ·
which we deplore.
..

·~

.

-

-
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Congressman Aspin bas cited an intelligence report that con.cludes
that South Vietnamese forces are in no imminent danger of being
decisively defeated during the dry season that runs until this summer.
Why is it necessary to provide the emergency $300 million the President
has requested?
.

Q.

.

.

G UIDANGE: . To begin with, that report also predicts
that if axinual military aid to Saigon remains at the same
level -- $700 J:nillion -- the Communists will have 11 a
position of significant advantage over the South Vietnamese
forces in subsequent fighting. 11 TQ. provide the South
Vietnamese with military assistance only when their :
situation is desperate serves neither U.S. no.r Vietnamese
interests. The additional $300 million will enable the South
Vietnamese to defend themselves without abap.doning further
positions simply to conserve ammunition and fuel. South
Vietnam· has the will to defend itself and a viable economy
which gives that country the pof~mtial to feed its people and
purchase its own arms if it can survive in the short run.
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Does--the-President...intend...to....take. .an.y. action., in~.light of the,.,, attack .in
the Vietna;rrl.J;se.. J;iighlandS<-<on Ban·Me-Thuot by the-North,Vietna:m.ese?

9.

I
~.:?... •10
.,.,.-=-1.

I

.

7~
~

Guidance: We are watching reports closely and have not heard
of any Americans being wounded or killed. Let me just say that
this North Vietnamese attack is a clear violation of the ceasefire
agreements. The President is very anxious to have Congress pass
the supplemental $300 million in assistance he has requested to
help the Vietnamese repel such attacks and to provide them with
the security they need to survive.
~ --J.o 1= Y f .::;f "

,

3.
Is the recent North Vietnamese offensive evidence of a major Communist
military campaign in South Vietnam, and if so, '(tfhat will the United States
do about it?

s~

.

GUIDANCE: This offensive is a blatant violation of the
Paris Agreement and is simply more clear evidence of
the nature and intentions of the North Vietnamese. The
President has requested $300 million to help South Vietnam
defend itself and ensure its survival, and urges that the
Congress act quickly to provide the assistance for these
purposes.
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4. Has the President been in touch with Sen K
d t
·
•
enne y o estabhsh dotail 8
reportedly contained in a letter from the North Vietnamese fo .
-..
about Americans listed as missing in action ln"'Southeast Asia;elgn mlnlster

-11-rt75
This action reportedly taken by the North
Vietnamese is an appalling indication. of the lack of humanitarian concern for the missing men and their unfortunate
farailies. Unfortunately, it is nothing new. It is a compl~ete
.
violation of the Paris. Agreement. We have fully c+titpl:ie
·~the terms of the agreement 7 and we are dismayed by
still a.."Uother example of North Vietnamese intransigence
and lack of concern for the httrna."1itarian aspects of this
issue.

G UIDAL'\TCE:

.

:·

.

4. Has the President been in touch with Sen. Kennedy to establish details
reportedly contained in a.retter from the North Vietnamese foreign minister
about Americans listed as missing in action in Southeast Asia?

~/,4/7o

GUIDANCE:
This action reportedly takWl by the North
Vietnamese is an appalling indication of the lack of hu.lnanitarian concern for the missing men and their unfortunate
families~
Unfortunately, it is nothing new. It is a complete
violation of the Paris Agreement. We have fully co_,:Ued~
.....,....the terms of the agreement, and we are dismayed by
still amother example of North Vietnamese intransigence
and lack of concern for the humanitarian aspects of this
·
issue. V <> ·~ t~ ,-L-' c./.1:-.l .r::; cp:~::-rt-- :J:z-~~ :.~ {..-.-c;tr •
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begun to move toward more secure government controlled
areas to the South and East. The fate of the nine Americans
in Bon Me. Thuot is unknown at this ti.Ine. We have heard,
though, that other Americans in Kontum, Pleiku an:l DarLac
have departed safely.
3. Are we replacing supplies one for one and will the $300 million
in military assistance permit us to do so?
GUIDANCE: We are not replacing equipment on a one for
one basis, nor will the assistance the President has requested permit us to do so. The purpose of the $300
million is to purchase ammunition, fuel, and other
expendables to help the South Vietnamese defend themselves.

f

MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 18, 1975
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

RON NESSEN

FROM:

MARGARET VANDERHYE

SUBJECT:

Guidance Revision and Update

VIETNAM
1. Why are the South Vietnamese abandoning 3 provinces in South
Vietnam? Is there any reason to persist in aiding a country that
will not defend itself?
GUIDANCE: Since the ceasefire the balance of forces
has changed markedly. In clear violation of the Paris
Agreement* the North Vietnamese now have well over
200, 000 troops in South Vietnam and significant amounts
of equipment. Due to a critical shortage of supplies
occasioned by the expectation that levels o£ military
assistance will be insufficient, the South Vietnamese
have been forced to conserve their ammunition and
fuel and fall back to maintain their defenses. Clearly
the need for U.S. assistance is urgent. The South
Vietnamese are strong and they have the desire to
defend themselves if only we will assist them. The
President has stated his willingness to '\•.ork with the
Congress to ensure that the $300 million he has requested
is provided quickly.
2. Do we have official confirmation that the South Vietnamese have
abandoned the provinces? What about the fate of Americans there,
especially in Bon Me Thuot?
GUIDANCE: We have received reliable reports, but in
fact have no official coniirrnation that the South Vietnamese
have abandoned the provinces. Civilians have reportedly

I

2. The President has said he would be willing to accept a three-year
terminal date for aid to Saigon if Congress would vote enough funds to
a JfJJ_);ri-sure its survival that long. Has he formally proposed such a program?
df; { e::How much VI.Ould it cost _to secure South Vietnam's survival?
GUIDANCE: The Presidentr s comments on this matter
represented an attempt to respond constructively to the
concerns of Congress about the extent and duration of the
American involvement in Indochina.i;J ~
·-a-~~
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As you know, he has met already with Senators Church and

Pearson to explore with them responsible strategies for
ending that involvement in a way consistent with our commitment to help provide South Vietnam the means to defend itself.
South Vietnam has the will to defend itself and a viable economy
which gives that country the potential to feed its people and
purchase its own arms if only it can survive in the short run.
fThe additional $300 million in assistance that the President
has requested will enable the South Vietnamese to defend them
selves without abandoning further positions simply to conserve'
~mmunition and fue!J If, however, a terminal date 18 1mposed
appropriations would naturally have to be. substantiaJ....egough to
do the job over that 3-year period. The President is ready to
work with the Congress to determine the precise amounts and. ....
time frame.

l
(

·

3. Does the White House have any information supporting stories that
President Thieu struck a deal with the North Vietnamese to exchange
the highland provinces for the right of safe passage of the people out
of the area?

::2/t'1/l5'
4

-y_C....... G-<J t-\ 1fi.. • ~ ~ .:t"':

GUIDANCE: JAccording to reports received this morning,
the story "has no basis in fact and is completely untrue. i•
The information indicates that the report was perhaps
deliberately fabricated, intending to create confusion and
dissent. The assertion that the Communists ordered out the
population on a guaranteed free passage is_described as
"ludicrous."
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March 20, 1975
VIETNAM (Continued)

Page 2

If, in fact, the South Vietnamese are abandoning the highland provinces
without attempting to defend them, why should the U.S. provide the $300
Million in assistance? What good will it do?

Q.

A.

GUIDANCE:

South Vietnamese Am.bassador Phuong stated yesterday

II

"If we are assured ci. long-term supplies, we can hold more land •••

but if we are net certain, then we must concentrate on the defense
of our heartland." (Refer to guidance of yesterday for additional detail.)

l~t~tv
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VIETNAM
SECRETARY KISSINGER ON PARIS AGREEMENT

Is is reported that Henry Kissinger said he would not have negotiated
the Paris Agreemert if he had known that full U.S. assistance and support
would not be forthcoming. Does he regret the U.S. actions and participation
in the peace effort?

Q.

A.

GUIDANCE:

The Secretary was negotiating for the United States in

good faith and with full confidence that the signatories would adhere
to the letter and spirit of the AgreemE.at.

There have been numerous

and blatant violations of this Agreem{'.ut by the North Vietnamese.
They have ignored the repeated overtures of the South Vietnamese
for a return of the negotiating table.

Without a promise of negotiations

or peace the South Vietnamese hav..:! looked to the U.S. for support.
They now fear that support is not forthcoming as implied by their
attempts to conserve ammunition and fuel and fall back to maintain
their defenses.

Until the North

Vietnam~se

are willing to return to

the negotiating table, the Administration believes we must support
the South Vietnamese, and we should begin by providing them \'dth
with the $300 Million the President has requested.

March ZO, 1975
VIETNAM {Continued)

Page Z

u~ in fact, the South Vietnamese are abandoning the highland provinces
without attempting to defend them, why should the U.s. provide the $300
Million in assistance? What good will it do?

Q.

A.

GUIDANCE:

II

11

South Vietnamese Ambassador Phuong stated yesterday

U we are assured c:i. long-term supplies, we can hold more land •••

but if we are not certain, then we must concentrate on the defense
of our heartland." {Refer to guidance of yesterday for additional detail.)
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April 7, :!..975

QUESTION:

How long \'fill you continue the present policy

on the evacuation of orphans?

ANS~I/EH:

Fe "'rill conti:me to rely t::.pon the exper>ience a!'"id

good judgment of the South Vietnam !ilinistry of Social
vielfare and the U.S. authorized private and Voluntary
Agencies to make the determination of whether legal adoption in the U.S. is in the best

interest~

of the child.

If conditions should change that will require a re-examination of this policy and a change in the criteria, we will
reassess this posit.ion on the basis of the facts as they
then exist.· We are contiriually monitoring the situation
in order to assure that these criteria are applied.
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'April 7 3 1975

QUESTION:

~f.nat

is the USG policy on the evacuation of

orphans?

we

sident directed t

lp to expedite

the final processing and transportation to the U.S. of
those orphans who have prospective parents in the U.S. and
who are in the legal custody of U.S. Voluntary Agencies
authorized by the GVN for intercountry adoption.

These

'+ . ., ; \11..~) 1"'1 'r-crN-.k

children vrere already on the way to adoption and ~we'·-accelerated
•
•
'
.:..:..-~i'~l,~\ -.-J"</u.J~f·:_,.;;·~·
..

the-process

}',"\

j

,)'1. '-'\
.

.:.\...

c...: s \ :'i"YY

'.
t
V\J

'~

•

n o:c.de.J:"- to free up facilities to cope with the

expanded refugee problem.
~ek

.

/

\We w±ll consider carefully any further

adoptions and our policy will be based upon two primary
criteria:

1)

our major and overriding concern will be

the welfare of the children in South

both those

Vietn&~~

i'lho are legally adoptable and those who are not.
sistent with U.S. and GVN law and

c~stom,

2)

con-

we will work to

assure that no bureaucratic obstacles will prevent taking .
·.' •

A

.

7

action# w~~i:~
~~:et~fs:~nd~t~~ .
.

a.-?"11;;-

private voluntary organizations -to be in the best interests
.

_e,a..._L

of

~

child.

JT3liss, ES:4/7/75

April 7, 1975

QUESTION:

How long will AID continue

~o

finance the

transportation of orphans out of Vietnam?

ANS'VJER:

.fr ~- /:...;-.tl.l.!__.s;r"vle will continue during bhia ·Kce1e to provide trans-

portation for those orphans in South Vietnam who are in
the legal custody of Voluntary Agencies authorized by the
GVN for intercountry adoption.

.'~t\~\~itt~~ ~it

tion b-e:Y or .

We will continue transporta-

is needed, if other commercial

transportation is not available and if the conditions ·s-e
require it.

•
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April
QUESTION:

7~

1975

Why did the President direct the expediting of

the evacuation of Vietnam orphans from Saigon?

ANSvlER:

The President directed that the U.S. Embassy

assist the Government of South
and transportation of orphans

Vietn~~

ltlho

in the final processing

were in the legal custody

of the U.S. Voluntary Agencies authorized by the GVN for
intercountry adoption and awaited by adopting parents in
the U.S.

I•Te

undertook the expediting of work already in

process in order to free up the facilities and staff of
these Volagi to help with the serious new refugee problem
now arising in South

These dedicated Volags have

Vietnfu~.

some of the finest health care facilities availablea and
by accelerating the process already underway, we are helping
them deal more effectively with the humanitarian assistance
requirements of the new refugees .

•
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VIETNAM

.

THE PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM

AND AMERICANS IN VIETNAM

In view of the gravity of tl.e situation in Vietnam and the large
numbers of people both Vietnamese and American who would have to
be evacuated, why doesn't the President simply order the beginning
of an evacuation plan now and avoid the possibility of large scale U.S.
military support action?

Q.

A.

There has been some thinning out of Americans whose

services are no longer needed in Vietnam.

However, the Americans

who remain in Vietnam do so because they have jobs, positions and
responsibilities for which they are accountjible and which they intend
to carry out as long as they are needed.
As you know, we always have contingency plans when the
lives of Americans are at stake, but the President will be working
with the Congress this week in an effort to secure the necessary
aid for Vietnam, and hopefully, such contingency plans would not
have to be effected.

We expect that Sec. Kissinger will be testifying

on the Hill this week on the question of the Administration's aid
requests.

FYI ONLY: Anything further on evacuation should be referred to
the State Departtnent. END FYI.
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VIETNAM
THE PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM
AND AMERICANS IN VIETNAM

In view of the gravity of the situation in Vietnam and the large
numbers of people both Vietnamese and American who would have to
be evacuated, why doesn't the President simply order the beginning
of an evacuation plan now and avoid the possibility of large scale U.S.
military support action2

Q.

A.

There has been some thinning out of Americans whose

..
services are no longer needed in Vietnam.

However, the Americans

who remain in Vietnam do so because they have jobs, positions and
responsibilities for which they are account_able and which they intend
to carry out as long as they are needed.
As you know, we always have contingency plans when the
lives of Americans are at stake, but the President will be working
with the Congress this week in an effort to secure the necessary
aid for Vietnam, and hopefully, such contingency plans would not
have to be effected.

We expect that Sec. Kissinger will be testifying

on the Hill this week on the question of the Administration's aid
requests.

FYI ONLY: Anything further on evacuation should be referred to
the State Departrnent. END FYI.

Aprill4, 1976

LETTER FROM NORTH VIETNAM

Q.

A.

Can you confirm that we have received a reply from the
North Vietnamese on the Administration's overture for
exploratory talks? How would you characterize it?

I think the State Department has already confirmed

that a response has bem received and is being studied.

FYI:

See attached Indochina Fact Sheet on Reagan's charges
and our response.

'.

VIETNAM FUNDS

An NBC reporter asserted this morning that Congressman Leggett
(California) had raised the quest ion of a supposed $700 million in DOD
funds available for Vietnam without additional appropriation by the
Congress. Can you comment on this accuracy of that report?
Q.

A.

I have heard the same reports and I understand that the Pentagon

is looking into this matter.

FYI ONLY:

I would refer your questions to DOD.

Pentagon officials are checking this story out and at

this time believe that a computer bookkeeping error is responsible
for the confusion.

In any case, it appears most likely that there is

no additional $700 million available for

Vietn~m

assistance.

VIETNAM

Q.

A.

The President stated yesterday that he is convinced that if
Congress made the $722 million in military assistance available
shortly that the Vietnamese could stabilize the situation. What
indications does he have that the $722 million will accomplish
this objective of stabilization?

The President believes, based on reports by General Weyand
and others that· the funds he has requested will enable the South
Vietnamese forces to hold and to replace the necessary equipment
they would need to stabilize the situation in South Vietnam.

He

has stated that the aid must be swift and adequate to accomplish
this purpose and it is to this end that he is working with the Congress
to secure the necessary assistance.

DEPARTURE OF AMERICANS FROM VIETNAM

Q.

A.

What can you tell us about the President's evacuation order? How
many Americans will be leaving? Is the President still going to
ask the Congress for clarification and additional authority for the
purpose of evacuating Americans and Vietnamese should the need
arise. Would he even need to now?

The President announced the reduction of the number of
Americans in Vietnam to a minimum. The President's action will
result in the evacuation of those Amerl cans who served in areas
now under Communist control and whose presence is no longer
necessary as well as non-essential personnel in Saigon.

Within

the next few days it is expected that most American dependents
"----·

will have departed Vietnam.

tia B. oHtelals poiah a ••• ••.-,he

departure of these persons will ease the burden of support and
protection formerly borne by the South Vietnamese.
'!"ttese

atnctats atso stressea tira;:fhis thinning out process

will not affect essential support and services provided by the
U.S. mission nor does it alter in any respect U.S. determination
to continue all possible support for the people of Vietnam.

AMERICANS IN VIETNAM

Q.

How many Ameli cans are now in Vietnam and by what procedures
are we reducing their numbers?

A.

As you know, Americans whose services are no longer
needed or whose functions have been terminated have been leaving.
At present the number of Americans in South Vietnam is somewhat
less than 5, 000, but I do not think that any useful purpose is served
nor do we intend to engage in a daily accounting of departing Americans
or to encourage speculation about future departures.

We have respon-

sibilities to fulfill in Vietnam which our citizens are carrying out.

.i

DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT'S
AND SECRETARY KISSINGER'S STATEMENTS ON VIETNAM

Q. In recent statements, the President said that he didn't think we can

blame the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China "for
supplying replacement war material to North Vietnam while unfortunately, the United States did not carry out its comrni tment" to
supply its ally South Vietnam. Secretary Kissinger, in a decidedly
more ominous tone said "we shall not forget who supplied the arms
which the North Vietnamese used to make a mockery of its signature
on the Paris Accords. 11 Can you explain the apparent discrepancies in
these statements?
Which more adequately portrays the Administration's
attitude?

A.

The two statements are not at all

incompatible~v11heft 1

ud

in i'ke eeutEXt of t'he quesirot&te .. hie'ft~'Y a:Ieaddteeeed'.

President and the Secretary are both saying that we

The

~hold

the

Soviets and Chinese responsible for supplying assistance to an
area of instability where equipment is likely to be used for
involvement in aggresive actions.

""

have~~~~&~

Secondly, both the President and the Secretary
,.
d_
• •
•'""'A-.....
-f.tft. -t:C. ti.G.~Cf~ G~:
·c;u't~-~~"'C,..
aJ 1 at our responsibilities h 9YI'
an4t. ea~ .._. i•Ie i!Htti:cl

allls

~~

eid to our ally while the Soviets and Chinese maintained

support for theirs.

.jvft.

The emphasis of the President's remarks

has been on this latter assertion while Secretary Kissinger's
responses have focused on the former, but there are no
discrepancies in either the content or the philosophies
expressed.

AMERICANS IN VIETNAM

Q:

There are reports out of Saigon that we now have about
6, 000 Americans in Vietnam even though we have
supposedly been evacuating them for the last two weeks.
What is an accurate description of the level of Americans
in Vietnam.

A:

As Secretary Kissinger said yesterday, the number of
Americans in Vietnam before we started reductions did not
exceed 6, 000 and the current number is somewhat below
4, 000.

We are attempting to reduce non essential personnel

as the President has stated.
Private American citizens abroad often do not register
with the Embassy or the Consulate.

Therefore, the Embassy

does not always know exactly how many there are.

Now

that there is an increase of military activity, those that had
not registered have done so which gives an impression of
an increase in numbers although that increase is not real.
Though the reduction in U.S. personnel levels continues
we will not engage in a daily accounting of departure.

PRESIDENT'S AID REQUEST

Q. What is the President's reaction to the unfavorable decisions taken
on Capitol Hill yesterday with respect to his requests for military
and economic assistance to Vietnam?

A.

The President is of course very disappointed that the Armed
Services Committee failed to vote the additional assistance he
requested, but he is hopeful that the Committee will reconsider its
decision.so that a vote may be taken on the floor.

The action of

the House International Relations Committee, = n o t precisely
t,~

provid~ what the President sough~i.& a ocuehndi u a df01 ts

he appreciates the conscientious work of Chairman Morga.n and
Congressman Broomfield who have provided a basis for cooperation
between the Executive and the Congress in meeting the humanitarian
challenges facing us.

It is the President's intent to continue to

work with the Congress to see that the assistance so urgently needed
·
·d d
1s prov1 e l
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0:

Do you have any hope at all of getting any South Vietnamese
out of Saigon before the Communists attack? Where will all
the South Vietnamese go if you get them out of Vietnam?

A:

As I indicated in my foreign policy report to the Congress,
I believe we have an obligation should the worst come to pass,
to assist those Vietnamese whose lives could be endangered
because of their association with us.
as to where they might go.

I do not wish to speculate

Some might wish to come to this

country; others might wish to go elsewhere.

But this is still

a contingency and I do not think we should discuss it in great
detail.

\.

DEPARTURE OF AMERICANS FROM VIETNAM

0:

A:

What can you tell us about your evacuation order? How many
Americans will be leaving? Are you still going to ask the Congress
for clarification and additional authority for the purpose of evacuating
Americans and Vietnamese should the need arise? Would you even
need that now?

I have announced the reduction of the number of Americans
in Vietnam to a minimum.

This will result in the departure of

those Americans who served in areas now under Communist control
and whose presence is no longer necessary, as well as non-essential _
personnel in Saigon.

Within the next few days it is expected that

most American dependents will have departed Vietnam.

This will

ease the burden of support and protection formerly borne by the
South Vietnamese.
This thinning out process will not affect essential support
and services provided by the U.S. mission, nor does it alter in
any respect our determination to continue all possible support
for the people of Vietnam.

'\

VIETNAMESE NEGOTIATIONS

Q:

Are there any negotiations going on now with the North Vietnamese to end the war, or at least to allow the Americans to
leave Saigon before the Communists take over?

A:

As we have indicated, the United States has engaged in some
diplomatic efforts regarding Vietnam.

But I do not think it

useful to air this subject in a public forum.

AMERICANS IN VIETNAM

Q:

How many·Americans are now in Vietnam and by what
procedures are we reducing their numbers?

A:

As you know, Americans whose services are no longer
needed or whose functions have ·been terminated have
been leaving.

At present the number of Americans in

South Vietnam is less than 3, 000, but I do not think that
any useful purpose is served nor do we intend to engage
in a daily accounting of departing Americans or to encourage
speculation about future departures.

We have responsi-

bilities to fulfill in Vietnam which our citizens are
carrying out.

'\

MILITARY AID FOR SOUTH VIETNAM
Q:

How long do your military advisors now tell you that Saigon
can hold out with no U.S. aid? How do you now rate the
prospects for getting Congress to approve additional
military aid for South Vietnam?

A:

The situation in South Vietnam :i.s grim.

The North Vietnamese

outnun1.ber the South Vietnamese forces by at least two to
one and they have superior fire power.

Without any

additional U.S. assistance, they have no chance to survive.
With our aid they have a chance to create the most controlled
condition possible and Pecure the best chance for a negotiated
settlement.

Each day that goes by diminishes 1..hat chance.

For that reason I asked the Congress to move quickly to

plight of the Vietnamese and their continuing dete rm.lnation to
defend themselves will demonstrate the validity of rny aid request.

ASYLUM FOR THIEU

Q:

A:

Has Thieu asked for asylum in the United States?
he be welcome to live in the United States?

Will

President Thieu has not asked for asylum in this country.
This is, therefore, a hypothetical question.

\

DEFEAT OF THE SOUTH VIETNAMESE ARMY

Q:

Why has South Vietnam 1 s Army been so easily defeated? Doesn't
this indicate a fundamental weakness of our policy? That it was
wrong all along? Will you continue to blame Congress for this?

A:

It seems to me there are three basic reasons which explain the
current situation in South Vietnam and the recent defeats of the
South Vietnamese Army.
-- First and

foremost, over the past two years the North

Vietnamese have greatly augmented their military forces
in the South.
•

In direct violation of the Paris Agreement:

They infiltrated over 300, 000 new troops and brought
in all of their strategic reserve divisions.
They moved in, after the ceasefire, over 400 tanks,
over 250 long range artillery pieces, over 1, 000 antiaircraft weapons, and large numbers of surface-to-airmissiles.

This switched the balance of forces and the balance of fire
power in their favor.
-- At the same time our assistance funds to the South Vietnamese
were being sharply reduced.
The South Vietnamese leadership made some significant
errors in carrying out their strategic withdrawal from the
northern part of the country, and this withdrawal became
hopelessly disorganized by hoards of refugees.

- 2 In my estimation, it is a combination of these three factors
which have allowed the North Vietnamese to be so successful.
My reports indicate that the South Vietnamese soldiers are now
fighting hard in the face of the

oth~r

side's superiority in

numbers and fire power.
There is plenty of blame to go aroundfor our policies in
Indochina.

Everyone has made mistakes.

A key point is that if

the Congress had voted the funds I requested, there could have
been no argument that the current situation was a result of
cuts in American assistance, and the North Vietnamese might
have been deterred in their offensive.

4/21/75
THIEU RESIGNATION

Q.

Did the Unite.d States have a role in the resignation of Thieu?

_A.

The decision to resign was Thieu' s in consultation with his
advisors and based on the situation in

Vietnam~

In other words 1

it was brought about by the Vietnamese themselves in an internal
political situation.

! •

~~
4/21/75
THIEU RESIGNATION

FBIS 50 is carrying the report that Vietnamese President Thieu
announced his resignation at 12:37 <;:iMT todc;y. Under the Constitution,
Vice President Tran Van Huang succeeds to the Presidency. There is
some speculation that Huang, who holds no real power or leadership,
will resign shortly in favor of President d. the Senate Tran Van Lam
who would then call for a new Cabinet as a prelude to a "negotiated
takeover", i.e. surrender without bloodshed.

•

Q.

A.

What is the President's reaction to the resignation of President
Thieu? How will his resignation affect the U.S. position and
policy in Vietnam? In light of the current situation, does the
President still intend to press for military and economic assistance
on t
scale he requested?
U

b.o•

·.~· -~~~
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Under the Vietnamese Constitution
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.Vice Pres;_dent Tran Van Huang will succeed lLhiew~WH:houl piejeegtng
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economic assistance and urges the Congress to provide aid swiftly

and adequately. An early decision by the Congress may help to stabilize
the political situation and provide an opportunity for a peaceful
resolution of the conflict.
FYI ONLY: In reports that Thieu, in his resignation speech charged
the United States with the blame for the current situation in Vietnam
and that we were responsible in part for Thieu's resignation, we would
have no comment. END FYI.

4/21/75
THIEU RESIGNATION

•

Q.

Did the United States have a role in the resignation of Thieu?

A.

The decision to resign was Thieu's in consultation with his
advisors and based on the situation in Vietnam.

In other words,

it was brought about by the Vietnamese themselves in an internal
political situation.

4/21/75

DEPARTURE OF AMERICANS FROM VIETNAM

BACKGROUND:
There are now about 3, 000 American citizens in South Vietnam and
an estimated ZOO, 000 potential evacuees.
Q.

Where do we stand on the evacuation of Americans, and what
are our goals in terms of reduction of U.S. and Vietnamese
personnel?

A.

As I have stated, I don't think any useful purpose is served, nor
do we intend to engage in a daily accounting of departing Americans
or engage in speculation about future departures.

Per the President's

order, Americans whose services are no longer needed or whose
functions have been terminated have beetl.leaving.

~IJJ

April 22, 1975

PROS

OF THLEU

TO THE

FYI ONLY

In :resp0::1se to questions about the possibility of President
Thieu com.ing D >::l1.e U:--,ited States, State Department issued the follo,.ving
guidance yesterdc.y:

Q.

Would President Thieu be welcome in the United States if he
asked to come here?

A.

This questions has not arisen, as I said earlier.

I think obviously

if such a request were made, we would look upon it with sympathy.
But this is a hypothetical situation.

Q.

Look upon it with sympathy?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Why obviously?

A.

Well, I think this is a man with whom we have been associated
for a great number of years.

I would like to just leave it there

and not make any further comment now because the question,
I emphasize again, has not arisen.

April 24, 1975

CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

Q.

A.

What is the President's reaction to the decisions of the House and
Senate on his request for military and economic assistance for
Vietnam?

The President is glad that the House and Senate have acted on
his requests for assistance and hopes that the urgently needed
funds and authorities will be approved today.

Q.

Does the legislation provide for military assistance to Indochina?

A.

I am not going to get into a point by point discussion of legislation
which is still in conference.

FYI ONLY:

The Senate version of the legislation does contain

a provision for some military assistance.

April 25, 1975
MILITARY ASSISTANCE FOR VIETNAM

Q.

A.

Is the President still asking for $722 million in military assistance
for Vietnam? Does he have any belief at all that he will get it?

The President's request for military assistance to the
Republic of Vietnam is still on the Hill, and he has not withdrawn
that request.
Of course, if political arrangements are worked out in South
Vietnam under which our aid c alld or should be terminated, the
President would reconsider the request.
We will not try to make any judgment as to whether or
not the Congress will provide the money.

The President makes

his recommendations on the basis of what he feels is right, and
not on the basis of what may or may not be supported.

April 28, 1975

SHELLING AT TON SON HUT

Q.

A.

There has been considerable shelling in and around Ton Son Hut
air base; is this a prelude to an all-out attack on Saigon?

Our reports are both sketchy and uncertain at this point.
In the absence of exact information, it is not appropriate for

lll3

to

speculate about the reports, but the State Department may be able
to give you more information as they receive it from Saigon.

April 28, 1975

INSTALLATION OF GENERAL DUONG VAN MINH
AS PRESIDENT OF SOUTH VIETNAM

Q.

A.

What is the President's reaction to recent political developments in
Saigon? Is he hopeful that General Minh can work with the Communists
to bring about a peaceful political solution to the situation in Vietnam?

Our frequently stated position is that we accept whatever
constitutionally designated leaders the Vietnamese themselves accept.
Secondly, as we have stated, we would welcome a negotiated political
settlemert to the conflict; whether or not President Minh can be
instrumental in bringing about such a settlement is an internal
Vietnamese matter we would not wish to comment on.

E.Yl;.. General Minh named former Senate President Nguyen Van Huyen as

his Vice President, and one Senator Vu Van Mau, Head of a Buddish-backed
political group, as Prime Minister.

April 30, 1975

PRESIDENT'S AID REQUEST

Q.

A.

What is the status of the legislation providing $327 million
in assistance to Vietnam?

We are now assessing the situation to determine the
needs of the refugees which we understand to be betw-een
50 and 60 thousand.

The President hopes the Congress will

proceed to pass the Conference Report on Humanitarian
As:sistance.

While he recognizes that the evacuation authorities

are no longer needed, the President feelsthat passage of the bill now
before the House would be the most expeditious way to provide
urgently needed funding for refugee transportation, care and
resettlement.

April 30, 1975

VIETNAM

Q.

Now that the American involvement in Vietnam has finally
ended what lessons does the President hope that we have
learned, and what course does he intend to follow intthe
future with relation to our policies and commitments abroad?
future with

A.

Yesterday the President asked all Americans to avoid
recriminations about the past, to look ahead to the many goals
we share and to work together on the great tasks fhat remain
to be accomplished.

I do not wish to go beyond the President's and

Secretary Kissinger's statements of yesterday.

I would like

to point out that it is apparent now that the North Vietnamese
objective was clearly the total collapse of the South Vietnamese
government.

Their constantly escalating demands in response

to repeated offers for negotiation are clear evidence that in
the end a negotiated settlement was not possible.

May 13, 1975

PRG REPRESENTATION IN THE UNITED STATES

On May 7 the Algerians brought us a note stating that they had been
requested to take charge of PRG interests in the United States. I£
IF ASKED about our reaction to the note and the request say simply
we are reviewing the situation.

There are several reasons why we must be very careful on this
issue. Acknowledgment of acceptance of the request raises several
questions:
Is the PRG a separate government?
Acceptance of the
Algerians is tantamount to recognition of the PRG.
Is the PRG a legitimate successor government? Are they,
in fact, a government at all?
There is some ambiquity between
what constitutes the democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) and the
government in the South, the Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG),
which is recognized by some governments, though not all, as a temporary
government structure.

